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1. Introduction

1.1  Problem & SVD Reparameterization

1.2  Organization of Presentation
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1.1  Problem & SVD Reparameterization

Min  f(H) = ||Y − H||2 over H s.t. CN(H) ≤ u
I consider the constrained LS problem 

Condition Number     Constant

with K′K=L′L= Ir, Λ = diag(λ1, …, λr )

Min  f(a, K, Λ, L) = ||Y − aKΛL′||2

over a, K, Λ, L s.t. 1 ≤ λl ≤ u (l=1,…,r)

Then, the problem is reformulated as

its SVD as H = aKΛL′
For minimizing f(H), I propose to reparameterize H using
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1.2  Organization of Presentation

The remaining parts are organized as:
2. Algorithm  

for minimizing f(a, K, Λ, L′)
3. Simulation Study          

for evaluating the algorithm with
reverse component analysis

4.  Application 
to generalized oblique Procrustes rotation

5.  Conclusion

Min  f(a, K, Λ, L) = ||Y − aKΛL′||2

over a, K, Λ, L′ s.t.   1 ≤ λl ≤ u
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2. Algorithm 

2.1 a-, L-, and K-steps
2.2 Λ-step

Min  f(a, K, Λ, L) = ||Y − aKΛL′||2

over a, K, Λ, L′ s.t.   1 ≤ λl ≤ u
is attained by alternately iterating the a-, K-, L- and 
Λ-steps described in the next 2.1 and 2.2
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2.1 a-, K-, and L-steps

a-Step: min f(a|K,Λ,L) = ||Y−aKΛL′||2 over a
simply attained by regression without intercept

L-Step: min  f(L|a,K,Λ) = ||Y−aKΛL′||2
over L s.t.   st   L′L = Ir

K-Step: min  f(K|a,Λ,L) = ||Y′−aLΛK′||2
over K s.t.   st   K′K = Ir

are equivalent problems attained (explicitly) 
by orthogonal Procrustes rotation
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2.2 Λ-step
min f(Λ|a,K,Λ,L) = ||Y−aKΛL′||2

= ||Y||2 + tra2Λ2 − 2trDiag(aL′Y′K)Λ
=||Y||2 + Σl (a2λl

2 −2dlλl)
over Λ = diag(λ1, …, λr)    s.t.   1 ≤ λl ≤ u
with dl  the (l, l)th element of aL′Y′K
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3. Simulation Study

3.1. Reverse Component Analysis

3.2. Results

for assessing how well true matrices are 
recovered by the proposed algorithm
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[1] Randomly synthesize true 50H10 with CN(H) ≤ 5

[2] Perform PCA for 50H10 to obtain its lower rank 
approximation 50FqA10′ with 

50H10 ≅ 50FqA10′ (q = 6, … , 10)
[3] Apply the algorithm for 50FqA10′ for 

3.1  Reverse Component Analysis

minimizing  f(H) = ||50FqA10′ − 50H10||2

over H s.t.  CN(H) ≤ 5

This is an attempt to obtain full rank H from lower 
rank FA′, and thus Reverse to Principal 
Component Analysis.
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I assessed the recovery of Htrue by H obtained from q-rank
approximation 50FqA10′ of Htrue , using the index 

1−0.5||H−Htrue||2/(||H−Have||2 +||Htrue−Have||2)

with Have containing the average of all elements in H+ Htrue

3.2  Results

q 6 7 8 9 10

average 0.944 0.972 0.986 0.995 1.000

The recovery was fairly good, in that the index values 
average over 500 [H, Htrue ] were close to 1 (upper bound) 
as shown above.
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4. Application 
The proposed algorithm is useful for avoiding the 
degeneration of solutions in some methods. I 
illustrate it with the application to generalized 
oblique Procrustes rotation.  

4.1 Generalized Oblique    
Procrustes Rotaton

4.2  Constrained-CN Version
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4.1. Generalized Oblique Procrustes Rotation

Min  GOPR(Tk, H) = Σk||AkTk
−1− H||2

over Tk and H   s.t.   Diag(Tk′Tk) = Ip

To match AkTk
−1 (rotated loading matrices) to H (a matrix 

common across k)

However, solutions are known to degenerate with 
rank(AkTk

−1) = rank(H ) = 1.

For avoiding the degeneration, we can incorporate 
constraint CN (H) ≤ u using the propose algorithm.
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4.2. Constrained-CN Version
GOPR(Tk,H) = Σk||AkTk

−1− H||2 

= g(Tk) + K||AT− H||2

min GOPR(TkH) over Tk s.t. Diag(Tk′Tk) = Ip

← Existing method

min ||AT− H||2 over H  s.t.  CN(H) ≤ u  
← Proposed algorithm

Alternating iteration:

with A = [A1, … , AK], T = [T1′−1, … , TK′−1]′
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5. Conclusion

5.1  Problem & Algorithm

5.2  Applications
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5.1  Problem & Algorithm

min  f(H) = ||Y − H||2 over H s.t. CN(H) ≤ u

Min  f(a, K, Λ, L′) = ||Y − aKΛL′||2

over a, K, Λ, L′ s.t.   1 ≤ λl ≤ u

In the algorithm, regression, the solving of quadratic 
equations, and orthogonal Procrustes rotation, are 
alternately iterated.

For solving the constrained-CN LS problem

I proposed an algorithm in which H is reparameterized as 
aKΛL′ to reformulate the problem into 
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5.2  Applications

min  f(H) = ||Hreduced− H||2 over H s.t. CN(H) ≤ u

The algorithm was evaluated by simulated Reverse 
Component Analysis

with Hreduced the reduced rank version of Htrue, showing 
the good recovery of Htrue by H.

The constrained condition number algorithm allows 
Generalized oblique Procrustes rotation to avoid 
degenerate solutions. 
For an identical purpose, the algorithm could be applied 
to other analysis procedures.  


